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From the President’s Bench
Re: the April 21 Contest:
It looked like we had a pretty good turnout for that one. I haven’t figured out the
Contest Committee’s scoring method yet, but those who need to know have it well
in hand.
George Tallent of Picacho, who lost his wife of 65 years a few weeks ago, joined
us at Eloy. You may not know George, but he is the world’s expert on restoring
O&R spark ignition model engines, being the only person capable of replacing the
crankcase/cylinder gasket. Engines that leave his shop are often better than
restored, by the way. I talked with some SAM modelers from Australia at a SAM
Champs. One told me that, “In Australia, having an Ohlsson & Rice .60 from
George is considered an unfair advantage”! One of the very active SAM RC old
timer competitors, Fred Mulholland, came up from Florida to spend some time with
George. We should all have such friends in time of need.
I spent the morning with my Elfin diesel powered big Strato Streak. It’s the kind of
model that leads you down the path, just promising that sooner or later we’ll get
things figured out. It continued in that mode, making a short full power climb that
was just beautiful, but on the very next flight, dorked in – to the right. A Viking
funeral may be in its future!
Saturday afternoon was spent helping #3 son Chris with his new “Slow Worm”
Campbell kit 1/2A model. He had to re-learn how to get an engine going on
pressure, but soon had it figured out and made 6-8 pretty good flights. He says it’s
the best flying 1/2A FF he’s ever had. This leads me to the subject of getting new
members in the club.
Chris is now about 34 and has a job that he can grow with. He has a significant
other, Katy, and she has figured out how to throw an HLG! A few years ago, he
expressed an interest in A1 glider and Greg up in Seattle sent him a kit for a Top
Kick. The model went together pretty well and Chris has had a measure of success
with it here at SWR and at the last SAM Champs Muncie flying in the Nostalgia
contest’s towline event. He also wanted to do a 1/2A and we found a Ram Rod kit.
That Ram Rod turned out to be quite a dog, being quite fragile. At Muncie, he
found the Slow Worm kit, a new TD .049, and a Campbell kit for a T-bird nostalgia
model. The T-bird, with a ‘legal’ Medallion .049, should be ready for SAM Champs
Las Vegas later this year.
This experience seems to reinforce an idea I’ve heard – that clubs are more likely
to pick up returning modelers than they are to get new people. We need to explore
ways to find those folks! Somewhere within those 30,000 new people arriving in the
valley every month, there just have to be some free flighters. I’m going to explore
the idea of posting a notice in the east valley newspaper about our meetings – this
should work because we’re meeting in a Tempe police station! Other suggestions
for spreading the word will be welcomed.
Al Lidberg

Contest Report
I-10 Challenge
April 21, 2007
When we left Scottsdale at 6:30 the sky was still full of dark clouds and the streets were wet because it
had rained hard about 2 hours before. As we got out of the Phoenix area the clouds disappeared and the
sky was blue. The field in Eloy was completely dry and with a 5 to 11 mph SW wind the flight line was set
up parallel and close to the southern end of the west ditch.
Jim Farmer was the first to put up flights with his pretty A-2 built in the 70’s (Classic Glider). Elmer Nelson
had a lucky flight with his B Nostalgia ship reversing direction when going up but then pulling out just in
time. Dick Nelson had some good flights with his Nos ships but was handicapped without his bike which
broke in Lost Hills. Jean Andrews had nice flights in his specialty Nos Rubber. Dick Wood did not max-out
in F1B but beat Peter Brocks who crashed and broke a tailboom because he had put the wrong stab on
his Buntbone F1A glider. Ben Nead Sr. put up some sizzling flights with his Rocket glider. The Catapult/
HLGlider Combo had 7 contestants and was won by Peter Brocks with a discus launch glider which flew
99, 120 and 77 seconds. It was great to see Frank Roberge flying using a catapult. 10 people signed up
for the contest but only 8 flew. Even though later on the wind diminished to 4 to 7 mph with long lulls with
hardly any wind there were twice as many just socializing or test flying like Bill Langelius and Al Lidberg
and his son.
If it would have been a bit calmer it would have been a perfect contest day. But that it was for the PMAC
flyers who again handily won the I-10 Challenge with 184 points versus the 114 points accumulated by
the Tucson Free Flight Club.
Peter Brocks

2007
PHOENIX MODEL AIRPLANE CLUB / TUCSON FREE FLIGHT CLUB
CONTEST SCHEDULE
With the new contest format you can bring just about any model and find competition either by event such as ½ A
gas, P-30, etc. or by a category such as Nostalgia/OT gas, Two Minute Rubber Combo, etc. Or just come out and
test your latest model.
Here is the contest schedule;
DAY
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday

DATE
May

CONTEST

20th

September
October

Hot Stuff
15th

21st
th

Saturday

November 17

Saturday &
Sunday

December 8th &
December 9th

CONTEST DIRECTOR
Frank Roberge

Fall Kick Off

Bob Loeffler

Ghost Riders

Dick Nelson

urkey Shoot
Arizona Free
Flight Champs

Jean Andrews
Randy Burros &
John Nystedt

So what do we do in the middle of summer when it’s just too darn hot for a contest ?
DAWN PATROL !
We start around sun up and fly until it’s too hot. Usually around 9:00 A.M.
A great time to do test flying or just fly for the pure fun of it. Then we usually adjourn to a local eatery for coffee,
breakfast, and a bull session. And you get home in plenty of time for church, a NASCAR race, or just flop in the
pool.
Here are some dates;
Month
June
July
August

Saturday
2
14
11

Sunday
17, 30
29
26

From the President’s Bench

I have a couple of feline helpers now
– sometimes they do make it difficult
to get any building done!
Al Lidberg

Dennis Donnely's grandson threw this
HLG for what seemed like hours having a grand time!
2006 Southwest Regionals, Eloy

Martin Bradshaw from Placitas New Mexico
with his Jabberwock
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